Its position and thickness within the outline of the old bottle house as shown on the 1830s plan
could well mean that it was in fact part of the structure supporting the cone (No 1) of the old
bottle kiln itself.
The majority of the northern sub-area was occupied by “building 2004”. Comparison with the
1830s plan shows that this was part of what was then identified as the northeastern corner of the
approximately-square building surrounding Cone No. 1. By 1870 this had become '49 - Open
spaces where old bottle house stood' and '53 - Covered unoccupied space'. In para. 3.7.1 of the
report (p.6) it states, “This building seems to have been one of those added during the
rebuilding and redevelopment that took place between the two nineteenth century plans… and
is thought to be one of the plate glass kilns (No. 54 on the plan). It appears to have been
inaccurately located on the plan, as its position agrees with that of a ruin depicted on the 1931
OS 1:2500 map in the Somerset County Series.”
If the recorded evidence has been interpreted correctly, this statement is now challenged. The
building plan profile matches that shown on the 1830s plan, and from inspection the ruin shown
on the OS 1932 Somerset sheet V6 (1:2500) includes both the old bottle house area and the
area occupied by the Lilly Cone {55} and the four rolled plate kilns {54}. The northeastern
kiln {54} has its easternmost edge virtually on the north-south centre-line of {69}, while 2004
lies opposite the eastern half of {69}. There is in fact very good co-relation between the 1830s
plan, the 1870 plan and subsequent OS plans, and there is no reason to doubt the accuracy of
either of the earlier plans. That is not to say that the structure found was not a kiln, merely that
it was not one of those identified as {54} on the 1870 plan. It is possible that this kiln was for
pre-heating the pots or crucibles, although the schedule of 1870 states that the western adjunct
to {49} was {48}, “old arches of the bottle house - useless.” The inference from this is that
these were the “pot”arches where the crucibles were heated prior to introduction to the furnace.
In para 3.9.3 it is observed that “After going out of use, the kiln was then filled in and the fill of
the flues compacted, up to the level of the inside of the threshold… .” It is also stated that flue
1019, which runs northwest to southeast connecting the smaller portion of 2004 with the larger,
“appears to have stayed open until the demolition of the site in the 1950s. This is confirmed by
the nature of the fill of flue 1019;it clearly derives from the collapse of its roof, probably
demolished deliberately during the 1950s demolition.” It has already been established above
that this part of the site was a roofless ruin in 1931/2, and this is confirmed by the 1946 AP.
The earliest map showing this northern sub-area as open is the OS 1:2500 V6 of 1903.
Building 2007, interpreted as a possible lean-to building, projecting northwards from the
eastern end of the north side of the old bottle house, was certainly in situ in the 1830s, and
appears to have been demolished by 1870, but then the building profile appears to have been
'squared-up' by 1903. It is noted in 3.10.2 that “the construction of building 2007 cut layer
1002 which is contemporary with buildings 2004 and 2008”{69}. It should be noted that {69}
did not appear to exist in the 1830s.
In the centre of area D parts of the free-standing wall between {49} and {58} from the 1870
plan was revealed, and it coincides with the south-east facing wall of the Stave Yard shown on
the 1830s plan. On the southern edge of area D a “small area of the building identified on
nineteenth century plans as building 56 … of which a portion is visible in the old boundary wall
… was investigated. Its east-facing wall, and one internal wall, were revealed and recorded.”
(3.13, p.8) Unfortunately, when plotted on the 1988 OS 1:1250 map the building outline as
recorded does not coincide with the boundary, which appears to be consistent throughout the
map records. It appears that the plot of this feature is some 4m too far south. The fact that
there is otherwise good correlation between the plot in the report and the map evidence leads to
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the conclusion that there was either a plotting error or a mensuration error for this part, possibly
for reasons similar to that for areas A, B and C.

Figure 2.18: 1992, Figure 2 from Mumford, showing area D

It is also considered that it would appear that while the external wall with the blocked doorway
is the east facing wall of {56}, the standing building recorded was more likely to have been
{57} [& {58}]. This is because a) they were shown still standing as a shell on the 1961 OS 25
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inch to 1 mile map, and b) their dimensions are more in agreement. {56} was about 6m in
length along the boundary and about 4m deep, perpendicular to the boundary, while {57} &
{58} were about 9m along the boundary and 8m + 6m respectively along the perpendicular.
It was noted (5.1.1, p.11) that the “gable wall of building {69} was still standing to a height
above ground level of something like 5m”. It was proposed that this be recorded, then
stabilised and preserved to a height of not less than two metres above the finished level of the
car park. As far as can be determined neither recommendation was followed.

Figure 2.19: 1992 Evaluation locations on site-centred map

In Areas A, B and C, the maximum level to which structures survived was 33.24m AOD. In
Area D the southern most part of the trench identified on the plan as 2004 had archaeology
surviving to 31.69m AOD, and the small section of the southern wall of {69} that was exposed
came to 31.64m AOD. The maximum level at 1090 was 31.26m AOD.
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Figure 2.20: 1992 Evaluations superimposed on 1870 plan

Figures 2.19 and 2.20, above, show the 1992 evaluation sites placed on the site-centred map
and the 1870 plan respectively.
There is no mention of the deposition of any finds or the archive, and none have been located.
There is also no mention of any real dating evidence having been found, and some of the
conclusions reached seem to be at variance with the map evidence. Having said this, the work
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was undertaken in a short time-scale at an inconvenient time of year, from an archaeological
point of view.
5. 1994 - (1)
The commercial garage, Avon Motor Centre, centred at OS 34775 17095, was the subject of a
redevelopment proposal from Hobbs Holdings Ltd. as a supermarket site, with the New House
Cone base being incorporated in a car showroom.12
In response to this, the County Archaeological Officer recommended an evaluation be carried
out to “determine the nature, date and extent of archaeological remains within the proposed
development area. The evaluation, recorded as Avon SMR event number 10090, was designed
to recover a sample of archaeological information which would allow the Planning Authority to
make informed and practical decisions concerning the archaeological implications of any future
development, and if necessary, to provide the basis for future strategies to conserve and record
any significant archaeological remains which were identified on the site.”13 It was funded by
the company proposing the redevelopment, and directed by Adrian H H Parry of the Avon
Archaeological Unit, in June 1994.
Trench 1 and the associated test pit (not specified in the project brief but created because of the
difficulties of breaching the concrete retaining wall between it and trench 1) were in the line of
one of the proposed access roadways. Figure 2.21 shows the outline of the trench and test pit
and some of the detail. The drawing has been re-orientated, so most of the textual details of
context numbers and levels are therefore inverted, but as no particular reference will be made to
these it was not seen as worth either changing or deleting them. The north point as originally
drawn is 40º east of grid north.

Figure 2.21: 1994 Trench 1 and Test pit, adapted from Figure 4, Parry

In the summary, it is noted that, “The archaeological remains recorded within Trench 1 and the
test pit comprised wall footings (representing more than one phase of construction), a possible
flue (or flues) and deposits of furnace generated material. The character of these remains and
the depths to which they were preserved appeared to confirm that structures forming part of, or
directly associated with, the Old House glasscone are still well preserved within this part of the
application site.”14 They were covered by what appeared to be demolition material of more than

12

Baker Associates, Scheme Layout drawing 93246/15, June 1994
Parry, A H H, Archaeological Evaluation … June 1994 (NS SMR 10090) 1.3, p 3
14
Ibid., 6.2, p 12
13
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